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Abstract. We elaborate upon the formal foundations of hybrid
Answer Set Programming (ASP) and extend its underlying logical
framework with aggregate functions over constraint values and vari-
ables. This is achieved by introducing the construct of conditional
expressions, which allow for considering two alternatives while eval-
uating constraints. Which alternative is considered is interpretation-
dependent and chosen according to an associated condition. We put
some emphasis on logic programs with linear constraints and show
how common ASP aggregates can be regarded as particular cases
of so-called conditional linear constraints. Finally, we introduce a
polynomial-size, modular and faithful translation from our framework
into regular (condition-free) Constraint ASP, outlining an implementa-
tion of conditional aggregates on top of existing hybrid ASP solvers.

1 Introduction

Many real-world applications have a heterogeneous nature. Let it
be in bio-informatics [13], hardware synthesis [18], or train schedul-
ing [1], all cited ones consist of genuine qualitative and quantitative
constraints. While the former often account for topological require-
ments, like reachability, the latter usually address (fine-grained) time
or resource requirements.

The hybrid nature of such applications has led to mixed solving
technology, foremost in the area of Satisfiability modulo Theories
(SMT; [19]). Meanwhile, the need for hybridization has also prompted
similar approaches in neighboring areas such as Answer Set Program-
ming (ASP; [17]). However, while ASP solving technology is at eye-
height with that of SAT and SMT, its true appeal lies in its high-level
modeling language building on a non-monotonic semantics. Among
others, this allows for expressing defaults and an easy formulation
of reachability. When it comes to extending ASP with foreign rea-
soning methods, the design often follows the algorithmic framework
of SMT and leaves semantic aspects behind. For instance, a popular
approach is to combine ASP with Constraint Processing (CP; [9]),
also referred to as Constraint ASP (CASP; [16]). This blends non-
monotonic aspects of ASP with monotonic ones of CP but fails to
provide a homogeneous representational framework. In particular,
the knowledge representation capabilities of ASP, like defaults and
aggregates, remain inapplicable to constraint variables.

We addressed this in [7] by integrating ASP and CP in the uniform
semantic framework called Here-and-There with constraints (HTC ).
The idea is to rebuild the logic of ASP from constraint atoms encap-
sulating arbitrary foreign constraints. This relies upon the logic of
Here-and-There (HT ; [15]) along with its non-monotonic extension,
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called Equilibrium Logic [20]. Although HTC offers a uniform repre-
sentation, for instance, featuring defaults for constraint variables, it
still lacks an essential element of ASP’s modeling language, namely,
aggregates with conditional elements. This issue is addressed in the
paper at hand. As an example, consider the hybrid ASP rule3

total(R) := sum {̇ tax (P ) : lives(P,R) }̇ ← region(R) (1)

gathering the total tax revenue of each region R by summing up
the tax liabilities of the region’s residents, P . As a matter of fact, the
calculation of tax liability is highly complex, and relies on defaults and
discounts to address incomplete information, which nicely underlines
the need for non-monotonic constraint variables. Once instantiated,
lives(P,R) and region(R) are propositional atoms, while the entire
rule head is regarded as a constraint atom, whose actual meaning
eludes the ASP system (just as in lazy SMT [19]). The aggregate
function sum is applied to a set of conditional expressions of the
form tax (P ) : lives(P,R). This makes sure that each instantiated
rule gathers only taxes accrued by the inhabitants of the respective
region R. Although such an aggregation is very appealing from a
modeling perspective, it leaves us with several technical challenges.
First, the set of arguments is context-dependent and thus a priori
unknown. Second, the identification of valid arguments necessitates
the evaluation of Boolean conditions within foreign and thus opaque
constraint atoms.

Accordingly, we start by developing a formal account of conditional
expressions; they allow us to consider two alternatives while evalu-
ating constraints. Which alternative is considered is interpretation-
dependent and chosen according to the evaluation of a given condition,
expressed as a logical formula. As a case-study, we focus on a syn-
tactic fragment extending logic programs with linear constraints. We
show that sum , count , min and max aggregate atoms in ASP consti-
tute a special case of conditional linear constraints. Interestingly, our
framework refrains from imposing the treatment of aggregate atoms
as a whole; rather considering them as sub-expressions that can be
combined with other arithmetic operations, leaving aggregate atoms a
simple particular case. Finally, we develop a translation of programs
with conditional expressions into CASP, which is itself condition-free.
This enables the use of off-the-shelf CASP solvers as back-ends for
implementing our approach. In this way, our translation allows us to
delegate the responsibilities for evaluating constraints with conditional
expressions: an ASP solver is in charge of evaluating conditions, while
an associated CP solver only deals with condition-free constraints.

3 We put dots on top of braces, viz. “{̇ . . . }̇”, to indicate multisets.



2 The Logic of Here-and-There with Constraints

The syntax of HTC is based on a set of (constraint) variables X and
constants or domain values4 from some non-empty setD. A constraint
atom is some expression that is used to relate values of variables and
constants according to the atom’s semantics. We use C to denote the
set of all constraint atoms.

Most useful constraint atoms have a syntax defined by some gram-
mar or regular pattern: for instance, difference constraints are expres-
sions of the form “x− y ≤ d”, where x and y are variables from X
and d is a constant from D. At the most general level, however, we
only require that the constraint atom is represented by some string of
symbols (we generally call expression), possibly, of infinite length.
Apart from operators or punctuation symbols, this string may name
some variables from X , constants from D, and, for convenience, also
a special symbol u /∈ D that stands for undefined. We define the
extended domain Du

def
= D ∪ {u}. The set vars(c) ⊆ X collects all

variables occurring in constraint c. We sometimes refer to a constraint
atom using the notation c[s] meaning that the expression for c con-
tains some distinguished occurrence of subexpression s. We further
write c[s/s′] to represent the syntactic replacement in c of subexpres-
sion s by s′ as usual. We assume that c[x/d] ∈ C for every constraint
atom c[x] ∈ C, variable x ∈ X and d ∈ Du. That is, replacing a
variable by any element of the extended domain results in a syntactic
valid constraint atom.

A valuation v overX ,D is some total function v : X → Du where
v(x) = u represents that variable x is left undefined. Moreover, if
X ⊆ X is a subset of variables, valuation v|X : X → Du stands for
the projection of v on X . A valuation v can be alternatively repre-
sented as the set {(x, v(x)) | x ∈ X , v(x) ∈ D}, excluding pairs of
form (x,u) from the set. This representation allows us to use standard
set inclusion for comparison. We thus write v ⊆ v′ to mean that
{(x, v(x)) | x ∈ X , v(x) ∈ D} ⊆ {(x, v′(x)) | x ∈ X , v′(x) ∈ D}.
This is equivalent to: v(x) ∈ D implies v′(x) = v(x) for all x ∈ X .
We also allow for applying valuations v to fixed values, and so extend
their type to v : X ∪ Du → Du by fixing v(d) = d for any d ∈ Du.
The set of all valuations over X ,D is denoted by VX ,D and X ,D
dropped whenever clear from context.

We define the semantics of constraint atoms via denotations, which
are functions J · K : C → 2V , mapping each constraint atom to a set
of valuations. We require denotations J · K to satisfy the following
properties for all c ∈ C, x ∈ X , and any v, v′ ∈ V:

1. v ∈ J c K and v ⊆ v′ imply v′ ∈ J c K,
2. v ∈ J c K implies v ∈ J c[x/v(x)] K,
3. if v(x) = v′(x) for all x ∈ vars(c) then v ∈ J c K iff v′ ∈ J c K.

Intuitively, Condition 1 makes constraint atoms behave monotonically.
Condition 2 stipulates that denotations respect the role of variables as
placeholders for values, that is, replacing variables by their assigned
value does not change how an expression is evaluated. Condition 3
asserts that the denotation of c is fixed by combinations of values for
vars(c), while all other variables are irrelevant and may freely vary.

The flexibility of syntax and semantics of constraint atoms allows
us to capture entities across different theories. For instance, assuming
a value t ∈ D for representing the truth value true, Boolean propo-
sitions can be modelled via constraint atoms having a denotation

4 Formally, we assume unique names for constants and use the same symbol
for the constant name and the domain element. Note that, from a purely
logical point of view, constraint variables are first order variables or 0-ary
functions for which the standard name assumption is not assumed. As a
result, its associated value is interpretation dependent.

J a K = {v ∈ V | v(a) = t}. As we mention above, we can cover dif-
ferent variants of linear equations. For example, difference constraint
of the form “x− y ≤ d” can be captured via constraint atoms of the
same syntax “x− y ≤ d” whose denotation is the expected

J “x− y ≤ d” K = {v ∈ V | v(x), v(y), d ∈ Z, v(x)− v(y) ≤ d} ,

where vars(“x − y ≤ d”) = {x, y} ⊆ X and d ∈ D. Note that
this difference constraint can only be satisfied when x and y hold an
integer value and d ∈ Z. For clarity, we simply remove quotes, when
clear from the context. In what follows, we assume that integers and
the truth value t are part of the domain, that is, {t} ∪ Z ⊆ D.

A formula ϕ over C is defined as

ϕ ::= ⊥ | c | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ→ ϕ where c ∈ C.

We define > as ⊥ → ⊥ and ¬ϕ as ϕ→ ⊥ for every formula ϕ. By
var(ϕ) we denote the set of all variables occurring in all constraint
atoms in formula ϕ. A theory is a set of formulas.

An interpretation overX ,D is a pair 〈h, t〉 of valuations overX ,D
such that h ⊆ t. The interpretation is total if h = t.

Definition 1 Given a denotation J · K, an interpretation 〈h, t〉 satisfies
a formula ϕ, written 〈h, t〉 |= ϕ, if

1. 〈h, t〉 6|= ⊥
2. 〈h, t〉 |= c if h ∈ J c K
3. 〈h, t〉 |= ϕ ∧ ψ if 〈h, t〉 |= ϕ and 〈h, t〉 |= ψ
4. 〈h, t〉 |= ϕ ∨ ψ if 〈h, t〉 |= ϕ or 〈h, t〉 |= ψ
5. 〈h, t〉 |= ϕ→ ψ if 〈w, t〉 6|= ϕ or 〈w, t〉 |= ψ for w ∈ {h, t}

For compactness, we sometimes write 〈t, t〉 |= ϕ simply as t |= ϕ. In
the rest of the paper, we assume a fixed underlying denotation.

A formula ϕ is a tautology when 〈h, t〉 |= ϕ for every interpreta-
tion 〈h, t〉 (wrt to some underlying denotation). Hence, a constraint
atom c is tautologous whenever J c K = V . We say that an interpre-
tation 〈h, t〉 is a model of a theory Γ, written 〈h, t〉 |= Γ, when
〈h, t〉 |= ϕ for every ϕ ∈ Γ. We write Γ ≡ Γ′ if Γ and Γ′ have the
same models. We omit braces whenever Γ (resp. Γ′) is a singleton.

A (total) interpretation 〈t, t〉 is an equilibrium model of a theory Γ,
if 〈t, t〉 |= Γ and there is no h ⊂ t such that 〈h, t〉 |= Γ. Valuation t
is also called a stable model of Γ and SM (Γ) collects the set of stable
models of Γ.

Finally, constraint atoms also allow us to capture constructs similar
to aggregates. For instance, a constraint atom

sum {̇ s1, s2, . . . }̇ = s0 (2)

with each si ∈ X ∪ D for 0 ≤ i can express that the (possibly
infinite) sum of the values associated with the expressions s1, s2, . . .
is equal to s0. The semantics of this constraint atom can be given by
the following denotation:

J sum {̇s1, s2, . . . }̇ = s0 K =

{v ∈ V | v(si) ∈ Z, i ≥ 1, v(s0) =
∑
i≥1 v(si)}

This kind of construct allows us to gather the total tax revenue of the
country with an expression of the form sum {̇tax (p1), tax (p2), . . . }̇
where p1, p2 are all the people in the country. We abbreviate this ex-
pression as sum {̇ tax (P ) }̇. Note however that such simple aggregate-
like constructs do not allow for obtaining the total tax revenue of each
region R, as in (1). What is missing is the possibility of applying the
sum operation to a set of conditional expressions. We address this
issue in the next section.



3 Extending HTC with Conditional Constraints

We now extend the logic HTC with conditional expressions, inspired
by the concept of aggregate elements in ASP [8]. While atoms are
naturally conditioned by using an implication, a formal account is
needed for conditioning subatomic expressions.

As before, we leave the syntax of expressions open as arbitrary
strings, possibly combining elements from X and Du, but we addi-
tionally assume now that some subexpressions, called conditional
expressions, may have the form (s|s′:ϕ) where ϕ is a formula called
the condition. An expression or constraint atom which, in its turn,
does not contain any conditional expression is called condition-free.
We do not allow nested conditional expressions, that is, we assume
that s and s′ are condition-free expressions and that constraint atoms
in formula ϕ are also condition-free. The intuitive reading of (s|s′:ϕ)
is “get the value of s if ϕ, or the value of s′ otherwise.” According to
this reading, we must establish some connection among subexpres-
sions (s|s′:ϕ), s and s′ both in the possible constraints C we can
form and in the interrelation among their valuations. Therefore, if we
have a constraint atom in C that has form c[τ ] with τ = (s|s′:ϕ), we
require that the constraint atoms c[τ/s], c[τ/s′], c[τ/u] also belong
to C. Moreover, the valuations for these constraint atoms must satisfy

4. v ∈ J c[τ/u] K implies v ∈ J c[τ/s] K and v ∈ J c[τ/s′] K

Condition 4 strengthens Condition 1 for the case of conditional con-
straint atoms. Intuitively, it says that, if a constraint does not hold
for some subexpression, then it cannot hold when that subexpres-
sion is left undefined. For instance, if we include a constraint atom
x− (y|z: p) ≤ 4, then we must allow for forming the three constraint
atoms x−y ≤ 4 and x−z ≤ 4 and x−u ≤ 4, too, and any valuation
for the latter must also be a valuation for the former two.

Satisfaction of constraint atoms is defined by a previous syntactic
unfolding of their conditional subexpressions, using some interpreta-
tion 〈h, t〉 to decide the truth values of formulas in conditions.

Definition 2 Given an interpretation 〈h, t〉 and a conditional expres-
sion τ = (s|s′:ϕ) we define:

eval 〈h,t〉(τ) =


s if 〈h, t〉 |= ϕ
s′ if 〈t, t〉 6|= ϕ
u otherwise

(3)

Note that the cases for 〈h, t〉 |= ϕ and 〈t, t〉 6|= ϕ agree with our
stated intuition that (s|s′:ϕ) gets the value of s if ϕ is satisfied, or
the value of s′ when ϕ is not satisfied. The remaining case leaves the
expression undefined when neither 〈h, t〉 |= ϕ nor 〈t, t〉 6|= ϕ hold.

For a constraint atom c ∈ C, we define eval 〈h,t〉(c) as the con-
straint atom that results from replacing each conditional expression τ
in c by eval 〈h,t〉(τ). Accordingly, eval 〈h,t〉(c) is condition-free. As
an example, consider the conditional difference constraint

x− (y|3: p) ≤ 4 (4)

and the valuation t = {(x, 7), (y, 0)}. Then, the result of its eval-
uation eval 〈t,t〉(x − (y|3: p) ≤ 4) is the condition-free difference
constraint x− 3 ≤ 4. Note that p is not satisfied by 〈t, t〉 and, thus,
the conditional expression is replaced by its “else” part, viz. 3.

Satisfaction of formulas containing conditional terms is then natu-
rally defined by replacing Condition 2 in Definition 1 by:

2′. 〈h, t〉 |= c if h ∈ J eval 〈h,t〉(c) K

In our running example, we obtain 〈t, t〉 |= x− (y|3: p) ≤ 4 because
〈t, t〉 |= x− 3 ≤ 4.

Recall that, due to Condition 1 of denotations, condition-free con-
straint atoms behave monotonically, that is, t ⊆ t′ and 〈t, t〉 |= c
imply 〈t′, t′〉 |= c. However, this no longer holds for conditional con-
straint atoms, which may behave non-monotonically. For instance,
in our running example, the valuation t′ = {(x, 7), (y, 0), (p, t)} sat-
isfies both t ⊆ t′ and 〈t′, t′〉 6|= x− (y|3: p) ≤ 4. This is because
eval 〈t′,t′〉(x− (y|3: p) ≤ 4) yields a condition-free constraint atom
different from the one above, namely x− y ≤ 4. This constraint atom
is not satisfied by 〈t′, t′〉.

The following proposition tells us that usual properties of Here-
and-There are still valid in this new extension.5 Given any HT for-
mula ϕ let ϕ[a/α] denote the uniform replacement of any tuple of
atoms a = (a1, . . . , an) in ϕ by a tuple of arbitrary HTC formulas
α = (α1, . . . , αn).

Proposition 1 Let 〈h, t〉 and 〈t, t〉 be two interpretations, and ϕ be
a formula. Then,

1. 〈h, t〉 |= ϕ implies 〈t, t〉 |= ϕ ,
2. 〈h, t〉 |= ϕ→ ⊥ iff 〈t, t〉 6|= ϕ ,
3. If ϕ is an HT tautology then ϕ[a/α] is an HTC tautology.

As an example of property 3 in Proposition 1, we can conclude,
for instance, that (x − (y|3: p) ≤ 4) → ¬¬(x − (y|3: p) ≤ 4) is
an HTC tautology because we can replace a in the HT tautology
a → ¬¬a by the HTC formula (x − (y|3: p) ≤ 4). In particular,
the third statement guarantees that all equivalent rewritings in HT
are also applicable to HTC . Note that every HTC theory can be
considered as an HT theory where each constraint atom is regarded
as a proposition without further structure. As a result, the deductions
made in HT about a theory are sound with respect to HTC , even they
may not be complete because HT misses the relation between atoms
that derive from their internal structure.

4 Conditional linear constraints
We now focus on constraint atoms for dealing with conditional linear
constraints on integer variables, or linear constraints for short. These
constraints can be seen as a generalisation of regular aggregate atoms
used in ASP. The syntax of linear constraints is defined as follows:

λ ::= d
∣∣∣∣∣∣ d · x τ ::= λ

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (λ|λ′:ϕ)

where d ∈ Z ⊆ D is an integer constant, x ∈ X a constraint variable
and ϕ a formula. We call τ a term; it is either a linear term, λ, or a
conditional term of form (λ|λ′:ϕ). A linear expression α is a possi-
bly infinite sum τ1 + τ2 + . . . of terms τi. Then, a linear constraint
is an inequality α ≤ β of linear expressions α and β. We denote
the set of variables occurring in α by vars(α). A linear constraint
α ≤ β is said to be in normal form if β = d ∈ Z. We adopt some
usual abbreviations. We simply write x instead of 1 · x and we di-
rectly replace the ‘+’ symbol by (binary) ‘−’ for negative constants.
Moreover, when clear from the context, we sometimes omit the ‘·’
symbol and parentheses. We do not remove parentheses around con-
ditional expressions. As an example, −x+ (3y|2y:ϕ) − 2z stands
for (−1) · x+ (3 · y|2 · y:ϕ) + (−2) · z. Other abbreviations must
be handled with care. In particular, we neither remove products of
form 0 · x nor replace them by 0 (this is because x may be undefined,
making the product undefined, too).

5 An extended version of the paper including all proofs can be found here:
http://arxiv.org/abs/2002.06911



We also extend the ≤ symbol in α ≤ β to other compari-
son relations defined as the following abbreviations of formulas:
(α < β)

def
= α ≤ β ∧ ¬(β ≤ α), (α = β)

def
= (α ≤ β) ∧ (β ≤ α)

and (α 6= β)
def
= (α < β) ∨ (β < α). Notice that α 6= β is stronger

than ¬(α = β) since the former requires α and β to have different
values (and so, to be both defined), while the latter checks that α = β
does not hold, and this includes the case in which any of the two is
undefined. For any linear expression α, we define def (α)

def
= α ≤ α

to stand for “α is defined,” that is, α has a value.
For the semantics of linear constraints α ≤ β, we resort to [7]

where α and β were condition-free, that is, they were sums of linear
terms. As shown there, given any linear expression α = λ1 +λ2 +. . .
of that form, we can define their partial valuation v so that v(α)
corresponds to:

v(λ1 + λ2 + . . . )
def
=

{
u if v(λi) /∈ Z, for some λi∑

i≥0 v(λi) otherwise

where v(λ) for non-constant linear terms is defined as expected:
v(k · x)

def
= k · v(x) if v(x) ∈ Z, and u otherwise. In other words, a

(condition-free) linear expression is evaluated as usual, except that
it is undefined if it contains some undefined subterm (or eventually,
some undefined variable). Then, the denotation of a condition-free
linear constraint α ≤ β is defined as:

Jα ≤ β K def
= {v | v(α), v(β) ∈ Z, v(α) ≤ v(β)}

These are valuations v in which v(α) ≤ v(β) holds as expected, but
both values v(α) and v(β) must be defined integers. It is easy to see
that, when α ≤ β is condition-free, it can only be satisfied at h, if all
variables occurring in the constraint are defined in h.

When we move to evaluating conditional terms, we further need
some interpretation 〈h, t〉 to decide the satisfaction of formulas in
conditions. The following result asserts that, if h assigns some value
to a term τ (conditional or not), this value is also preserved in t.

Proposition 2 For any term τ and interpretation 〈h, t〉, if
h(eval 〈h,t〉(τ)) 6= u, then h(eval 〈t,t〉(τ)) = t(eval 〈h,t〉(τ)).

Now, for satisfaction of a conditional linear constraint, it suffices
to apply Condition 2′ of the previous section:

〈h, t〉 |= α ≤ β if h ∈ J eval 〈h,t〉(α ≤ β) K

That is, we remove conditional terms by applying eval 〈h,t〉(α ≤ β)
and then use the denotation of the resulting condition-free linear
constraint.

An important consequence of the introduction of conditional terms
is that a linear constraint α ≤ β may now be satisfied even though
some of its variables are undefined. For instance, the constraint

x+ y > 1 (5)

is not satisfied for interpretation t = {(y, 5)} since t(x) = u and we
cannot compute u + 5. However, the conditional linear expression

(x|0: def (x)) + (y|0: def (y)) > 1 (6)

checks whether x+ y is greater than one, but replaces any of these
two variables by 0 when they are not defined. Take the example
t = {(y, 5)} where x is undefined and y is 5. Then, the result of
applying function eval 〈t,t〉 to (6) amounts to 0 + y > 1, which is
satisfied by t, that is, t ∈ J 0 + y > 1 K.

Linear constraints offer a comfortable setting for a practical im-
plementation of the sum aggregate we informally presented in the
introduction, since their computation can be eventually delegated to a
specialized constraint solver, as done in [7]. Besides, other common
aggregates such as count , max and min can be defined relying on
sum , as we show below. A straightforward encoding of (2) is the
linear constraint

s1 + s2 + . . . = s0 (7)

which abbreviates the conjunction of the following two linear con-
straints in normal form:

(−s0 + s1 + s2 + · · · ≤ 0) (8)

(s0 − s1 − s2 − · · · ≤ 0) (9)

Actually, this encoding allows us to extend the expressions si in the
aggregate to be any linear or conditional term now. For the case of
variables and constants si ∈ X ∪ D, it is easy to check that the previ-
ous denotation we defined for sum , J (2) K, is equal to J (8) K ∩ J (9) K
and this, in its turn, means that 〈h, t〉 |= (2) iff 〈h, t〉 |= (8) ∧ (9), i.e.
(2) and (7) are logically equivalent. The encoding of sum in (7) also
clarifies its multiset behavior. For instance, atom

sum {̇ x, y }̇ > 1 (10)

amounts now to (5), that is, x + y > 1 and there is no problem for
collecting several occurrences of the same value as in interpretation
{(x, 1), (y, 1)} since sum {̇1, 1}̇ > 1 amounts to 1 + 1 > 1 which is
obviously true.

Up to now, using conditional terms inside sum allows us writing,
for instance,

sum {̇ (x| − x:x ≥ 0) , y }̇ > 1

to replace x in (10) by its absolute value, leading to the linear con-
straint (x| − x:x ≥ 0) + y > 1. A more common situation, however,
is to use a condition to decide whether a term should be included in
the multiset or not. To this aim, we redefine the sum construct so that
its syntax follows the general pattern

sum {̇ λ1 :ϕ1, λ2 :ϕ2, . . . }̇ (11)

where λi are linear terms and ϕi are condition-free formulas. Seman-
tically, we assume that the new notation (11) is just an abbreviation of
the linear expression θ1 + θ2 + . . . where each θi corresponds now
to the conditional term:

(λi|0: ϕi ∧ def (λi) )

Note first that θi becomes 0 when its condition is not fulfilled, being
a simple way to remove λi from the multiset of the sum. A second
important observation is that we have reinforced the condition ϕi
with the formula def (λi) so that, if the term λi is undefined, the
conditional also becomes 0 rather than u. This behavior is interesting
since some sums may be formed using undefined variables, either
because no information has been provided for them, or because they
come from unwanted, undefined terms generated from grounding,
such as, say tax(3/0).

When ϕi = >, we allow to replace the multiset element “λi : >”
by “λi”. As an example, notice that, under this new understanding,
the aggregate atom (10) corresponds now to:

sum {̇ x :>, y :> }̇ > 1



and its translation into a linear constraint eventually corresponds to (6)
rather than (5). Thus, the atom may still be true even though some
variable is undefined, as we discussed before. In fact, it is not difficult
to see that an aggregate expression α like (11) is always defined for
any valuation v because v(eval 〈v,v〉(α)) ∈ Z. Note that an aggregate
expression may still be undefined for interpretations 〈h, t〉 due to a
different evaluation of one of its conditions between h and t. We
assume this understanding from now on.

5 Programs with linear constraints and aggregates
In this section, we provide a logic programming language based on
a syntactic fragment of HTC . In principle, logic programming rules
can be built as usual, that is, implications (usually written backwards)
Head ← Body where Head is a disjunction of atoms and Body
a conjunction of literals (that is, atoms or their default negation).
However, a constraint atom in the head must be handled with care,
since it does not provide any directionality for its set of variables. For
instance, if we want that tot gets the value of some variable x, we
cannot just use the rule (tot = x← >) because there is no difference
wrt. x = tot . In fact, without further information in the program, this
rule would assign some arbitrary value for both x and tot to make
the constraint atom true. To allow for directional assignments, [7]
introduced the following construct. An assignment A for variable x is
an expression of the form x := α .. β (with α, β linear expressions)
standing for the formula

¬¬def (A) ∧ (def (A)→ α ≤ x ∧ x ≤ β) (12)

where def (A)
def
= def (α) ∧ def (β). An assignment A is applica-

ble in 〈h, t〉 when 〈h, t〉 |= def (A). The non-directional version of
assignment A is defined as Φ(x := α .. β)

def
= (α ≤ x) ∧ (x ≤ β).

We see that an assignment A makes some additional checks regard-
ing the definedness of α and β before imposing any condition on
the variable x. In particular, (def (A) → α ≤ x ∧ x ≤ β) guar-
antees that α and β can be used to fix the value of x, but not of
variables in α and β themselves. On the other hand, ¬¬def (A) can
be seen as a constraint checking that α and β must be eventually
defined in the stable model, but through other rule(s) in the pro-
gram. When the upper and lower bounds coincide, we just write
(x := α)

def
= (x := α .. α), that is, ¬¬def (α) ∧ (def (α)→ x = α).

As a result, Φ(x := α) = (x = α). The following proposition re-
lates an assignment A and its non-directional version Φ(A) in some
particular interesting cases.

Proposition 3 Given an assignment A = (x := α .. β), we have

1. A ∧ def (A) ≡ Φ(A)
2. ¬A ≡ ¬Φ(A)

In particular, if A = (x := α .. β) contains no variables other than
the assigned x, then def (A) = > and so A ≡ Φ(A).

We are now ready to introduce the syntactic class of logic programs.
A linear constraint rule, or LC -rule for short, is a rule of the form:

A1; . . . ;An ← B1, . . . , Bm,¬Bm+1, . . . ,¬Bk (13)

with n ≥ 0 and k ≥ m ≥ 0, where each Ai is an assignment
and each Bj is a linear constraint. For any rule r like (13), we
let H (r) stand for the set {A1, . . . , An} and B(r) be the set
{B1, . . . , Bm,¬Bm+1, . . . ,¬Bk}. By abuse of notation, we some-
times use H (r) to stand for the disjunction

∨
H (r) and B(r) to stand

for the conjunction
∧

B(r). An HTC theory consisting of LC -rules
only is called LC -program.

As an example, the following LC -rule corresponds to one of the
ground instances of the rule (1) in the introduction.

total(r) := α ← region(r) (14)

with α = sum {̇ tax (p1) : lives(p1, r), tax (p2) : lives(p2, r), . . . }̇.
Intuitively, rule (14) states that the value of total(r) is equal to the
value computed by α whenever the Boolean variable region(r) holds.
This rule says nothing about the value of total(r) if the condition
region(r) does not hold. As a result, in this case, and in absence of
other rules defining its value, the value of total(r) should be left unde-
fined. This has some analogy to the fact that every true atom in a stable
model must be supported by some rule in the program. Similarly, we
may expect that every defined variable in a stable model is also sup-
ported by some LC -rule. This result is not immediately obvious, since
we allow assignments with conditional linear expressions in the head
(which includes aggregate expressions). We lift next the notion of
supported model from standard ASP to the case of LC -programs.
Given a valuation v, a variable x ∈ X and an LC -program Π, we
say that value d ∈ D is supported for x wrt. Π and v if there is a
rule r ∈ Π and an assignment of the form x := α..β in the head of r
satisfying the following conditions:

1. v(x) = d and v(α) ≤ d ≤ v(β), so both v(α), v(β) ∈ Z
2. v 6|= A′ for every assignment of the form y := α′..β′ in the head

of r where y is a variable different from x,
3. v |= B(r).

We say that a valuation v is supported wrt. some LC -program Π if
every v(x) 6= u is a supported value for x wrt. Π and v.

Proposition 4 Every stable model of any LC -program is also sup-
ported.

Notice that an LC -rule may contain nested implications in the
head due to the presence of assignments. The following theorem
shows that LC -rules can be unfolded into a set of implications where
the antecedent is a conjunction of literals and the consequent is a
disjunction of constraint atoms. More formally, an HTC-rule is an
expression of the form of (13) with n ≥ 0 and k ≥ m ≥ 0, where
eachAi andBj is a linear constraint. Note that the difference between
LC - and HTC -rules resides in the fact that the head of the former are
build of assignments while the head of the later are build of linear
constraints.

Theorem 1 A rule r as in (13) is equivalent to the conjunction∧
∆⊆H (r) Ψ∆ where Ψ∆ is the following implication:∨
A∈∆ Φ(A) ← B(r) ∧

∧
A∈∆ def (A) ∧

∧
A′∈H (r)\∆ ¬Φ(A′)

The implication above is not an HTC-rule yet: note that each
Φ(A) in the head may be a conjunction of the form α ≤ x ∧ x ≤ β
and each ¬Φ(A′) in the body can be a negated conjunction of
a similar form that, by De Morgan laws, becomes a disjunction
¬(α ≤ x) ∨ ¬(x ≤ β). Still, these constructs can be easily unfolded
in HT by distributivity properties that guarantee that ϕ ∧ ϕ′ ← ψ
is equivalent to the pair of rules ϕ← ψ and ϕ′ ← ψ and something
analogous for disjunctions in the body. Therefore, every LC -rule can
be rewritten as a set of HTC -rules. As a small illustration, take the
LC -rule (14) with a single head assignment A = (total(r) := α).
We can only form two sets ∆1 = {A} and ∆2 = ∅ that, according to
Theorem 1, generate the respective implications:

total(r) = α ← region(r) ∧ def (α) (15)

⊥ ← region(r) ∧ ¬(total(r) = α) (16)



Moreover, since the aggregate satisfies t(eval 〈t,t〉(α)) 6= u for any
valuation t, we can prove that 〈t, t〉 |= def (α) and so, by Proposi-
tion 1, constraint (16) can be equivalently transformed into

⊥ ← region(r) ∧ ¬(total(r) = α) ∧ def (α)

that is an HT consequence of (15), and so, can be eventually removed.

6 Implementation Outline
In this section, we propose a method for implementing LC-programs
with conditional aggregates that relies on a syntactic transformation
for removing conditional expressions. This transformation produces a
condition-free set of HTC -rules that can then be solved as in [7], using
an off-the-shelf CASP solver as a back-end. In fact, the reduction to
conditional-free syntax can be defined for arbitrary HTC theories, not
only LC-programs. Given a conditional expression τ = (s|s′:ϕ), we
define formula δ(τ) as the conjunction of the following implications

ϕ ∧ def (s) → xτ = s (17)

¬ϕ ∧ def (s′) → xτ = s′ (18)

ϕ ∧ def (xτ ) → xτ = s (19)

¬ϕ ∧ def (xτ ) → xτ = s′ (20)

def (xτ ) → ϕ ∨ ¬ϕ (21)

where xτ is a fresh variable locally occurring in δ(τ). These impli-
cations are used to guarantee that the new auxiliary variable xτ gets
exactly the same value as τ under any 〈h, t〉 interpretation. In that
way, the conditional expression can be safely replaced by xτ in the
presence of δ(τ). In particular, (17) and (18) alone suffice to guar-
antee that xτ gets the value of s when ϕ holds, or the value of s′

if ¬ϕ instead. To illustrate the effect of (17)-(18), suppose we have
the formula sum {̇x, y}̇ > 1→ p and the fact y = 5. This amounts
to the theory:

y = 5 (x|0: def (x)) + (y|0: def (y)) > 1 → p

whose unique stable model is t = {(p, t), (y, 5)} where p becomes
true even though x has no value. If we replace, say, τ = (y|0: def (y))
by xτ we get

y = 5 (x|0: def (x)) + xτ > 1 → p

and that (17) and (18) respectively correspond to:

def (y)→ xτ = y ¬def (y)→ xτ = 0

after minor simplifications. The resulting theory also has a unique
stable model t′ = t ∪ {(xτ , 5)} that precisely coincides with t when
projected on the original set of variables {x, y}.

We see that (17) and (18) provide the expected behavior in this case
and, in fact, are enough to cover the translation δ(τ) of any conditional
expression inside an LC -program. This is because defined variables
in LC -programs need to be supported and, by construction, xτ cannot
occur in the left hand side of any assignment. Hence, the only way in
which xτ can be defined is because the body of either (17) or (18) is
satisfied.

Implications (19)-(21) are additionally required for the translation
of arbitrary theories. Their need is best illustrated when the constraint
atom is used as a rule head or a fact, since this may cause some
effect on the involved variables. The formulas (19) and (20) ensure
that variables in s or s′ take the correct value when xτ is defined.

Take, for instance, the theory only containing a conditional constraint
atom (y|0:>) = 5. This formula is logically equivalent to y = 5 and,
thus, it has the stable model {(y, 5)}. If we replace it by some xτ and
only add (17) and (18), we get the theory:

xτ = 5 > ∧ def (y)→ xτ = y ⊥ ∧ def (y)→ xτ = 0

(where the last formula is tautological) whose unique stable model
is {(xτ , 5)} with y undefined. Now, adding (19) and (20) we also get:

> ∧ def (xτ )→ xτ = y ⊥ ∧ def (xτ )→ xτ = 0

(again, the last formula is a tautology) whose unique stable model is
now {(xτ , 5), (y, 5)} as expected. Finally, (21) is added to ensure that
xτ is only defined in an interpretation 〈h, t〉 if either 〈h, t〉 |= ϕ or
〈h, t〉 |= ¬ϕ. This correspond to the “otherwise” case in Definition 3.
To show its effect, take the example:

(y|y: p) = 5 ¬p→ ⊥

This program has a unique stable model t = {(p, t), (y, 5)}. Inter-
pretation 〈h, t〉 with h = ∅ is not a model because it does not satisfy
eval 〈h,t〉((y|y: p) = 5) since (y|y: p) is evaluated to u and u = 5 is
not satisfied. On the other hand,

xτ = 5

¬p→ ⊥
p ∧ def (y) → xτ = y

p ∧ def (xτ ) → xτ = y

has no stable model. Note that 〈h′, t′〉 with h′ = {(y, 5), (xτ , 5)}
and t′ = {(p, t), (y, 5), (xτ , 5)} is a model. This is solved by adding
the following rule corresponding to (21)

def (xτ )→ p ∨ ¬p

which is not satisfied by 〈h′, t′〉.
Let us now formalize these intuitions. We assume that if c[τ ] ∈ C

is a constraint atom then xτ = s and xτ = s′ and also c[τ/xτ ] are
constraint atoms. We also assume that for every pair of subexpres-
sions s, s′, if s = s′ is a constraint atom, so they are s′ = s and
s = s and that if s = s′ and c[s] ∈ C are a constraint atoms, then
c[s/s′] ∈ C is also a constraint atom. In other words, if two expres-
sions are of a type that can be syntactically compared, then replacing
one expression by the other also results in a syntactically valid expres-
sion. Furthermore, we require that our denotation behaves as expected
wrt. equality atoms “=” and substitutions of subexpressions, that is,
that it satisfies the following property

5. v ∈ J s = s′ K implies v ∈ J c[s] K iff v ∈ J c[s/s′] K

for any expressions s, s′ such that c[s] and s = s′ are constraint atoms.
This condition is similar to Property 2 in Section 2 but relates equal
subexpressions instead of a variable with its held value. It is easy to
see that the denotation for linear constraints discussed in Section 4
does satisfy this property. We also extend the definition of def (s) to
arbitrary (non-linear) expressions: if s is an expression which is not
linear, then def (s) is an abbreviation for s = s.

Given a theory Γ, by δ(Γ), we denote the theory resulting from
replacing in Γ every occurrence of every conditional expression τ
by a corresponding fresh variable xτ and adding to the result of
this replacement the formula δ(τ) for every conditional expres-
sion τ occurring in Γ. Furthermore, given an interpretation 〈h, t〉,
by 〈h, t〉τ = 〈hτ , tτ 〉, we denote an interpretation that satisfies the
following two conditions:

vτ (x)=v(x) for x∈X \{xτ} vτ (xτ )=


v(s) if 〈v, t〉 |=ϕ

v(s′) if 〈t, t〉 6|=ϕ

u otherwise



with v ∈ {h, t}. It is easy to see the correspondence of 〈h, t〉τ with
the eval function (3): it ensures that the value of xτ in the valuation vτ
is the same as the conditional expression τ in v for v ∈ {h, t}.

Observation 1 Any interpretation 〈h, t〉 and conditional expres-
sion τ satisfy hτ (xτ ) = h(eval 〈h,t〉(τ)).

Now we can relate the construction of interpretation 〈h, t〉τ with
the set of implications δ(τ).

Proposition 5 Any conditional expression τ and any model 〈h, t〉
of δ(τ) satisfy 〈h, t〉 = 〈h, t〉τ .

In other words, δ(τ) ensures that xτ and τ have the same evaluation
in all models of the resulting theory. Combining Proposition 5 and
Observation 1, we immediately obtain the following result.

Corollary 1 Let Γ be some theory and τ be some conditional expres-
sion. Then, Γ ∪ {δ(τ)} ≡ Γ[τ/xτ ] ∪ {δ(τ)}.

In other words, replacing τ by xτ has no effect in a theory that
contains the set of implications δ(τ). To finish the formalization
of the correspondence between Γ and δ(Γ), we resort to the no-
tion of projected strong equivalence [2, 10]. Given a set of vari-
ables X , let SM (Γ)|X def

= {v|X | v ∈ SM (Γ)} as expected. Two
theories Γ and Γ′ for alphabet X are said to be strongly equiva-
lent for a projection onto X ⊆ X , denoted Γ ≡Xs Γ′, iff the equality
SM (Γ ∪∆)|X = SM (Γ ∪∆′)|X holds for any theory ∆ over sub-
alphabet X .

Proposition 6 Let Γ be some theory, τ be some conditional expres-
sion and X = X \ {xτ}. Then, Γ ≡Xs Γ ∪ {δ(τ)}.

Theorem 2 Let Γ be some theory, τ be some conditional expression
and X = X \ {xτ}. Then, Γ ≡Xs Γ[τ/xτ ] ∪ {δ(τ)}.

Theorem 2 is a strongly equivalence result and, thus, the replace-
ment can be made independently of the rest of the theory. Therefore,
this confirms that our translation is strongly faithful and modular.
It is also easy to see that this translation is linear in the size of the
program. In fact, we only introduce as many auxiliary variables as
conditional expressions exist in the program and two new constraint
atoms, namely xτ = s and xτ = s′ for each new variable. Further-
more, the only requirement for the underlying CP solver is to allow
the condition-free versions of the constraints appearing in our theory
plus equality constraint atoms. These two requirements are satisfied
by off-the-self CASP solvers when our theory deals with linear con-
straints. Finally, note that the result of translation δ is a condition-free
HTC -theory. In particular, when applied to an LC -program, the re-
sult is a set containing condition-free LC - and HTC -rules. LC -rules
can be translated into HTC -implications as illustrated by Theorem 1.
Although, in general, this translation requires exponential space, a
polynomial-size variation is possible. This is achieved by using aux-
iliary variables in the fashion of [24]. The resulting condition-free
theory can then be translated into CASP by using further auxiliary
Boolean variables to capture when constraints are defined [7].

So far, we have only dealt with sum aggregate functions, though
ASP systems usually allow for count , max and min operations too.
Compiling count {̇ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . }̇ into sums is easy: we just transform
it into sum {̇1 : ϕ1, 1 : ϕ2, . . . }̇. The encoding for the min aggregate
is more involved: We replace an expression of the form

min {̇s1 : ϕ1, s2 : ϕ2, . . . }̇ (22)

by a fresh variable xmin and add the formulas:

def (xmin)↔ count {̇ϕ1∧def (s1), ϕ2∧def (s2), . . . }̇ ≥ 1 (23)

def (xmin)→ αmin ∧ βmin (24)

where αmin and βmin are the following respective expressions

count {̇ϕ1 ∧ (s1<xmin), ϕ2 ∧ (s2<xmin), . . . }̇ ≤ 0

count {̇ϕ1 ∧ (s1≤xmin), ϕ2 ∧ (s2≤xmin), . . . }̇ ≥ 1

We can then simply encode max {̇s1 : ϕ1, s2 : ϕ2, . . . }̇ as the expres-
sion min {̇ − s1 : ϕ1,−s2 : ϕ2, . . . }̇. Intuitively, (23) requires that
xmin is defined iff the multiset has at least one value. As a result, when
the aggregate is defined, xmin can take any value. Expression αmin

in (24) ensures that no element in the aggregate is strictly smaller than
xmin while βmin guarantees that at least one element is smaller or
equal to xmin .

This translation is similar to the one for min aggregates in regular
ASP [3], but taking care of the definiteness of variables. It is worth
mentioning that in most approaches to aggregates in regular ASP [11,
12, 22, 21, 23], replacing the aggregate expression by an auxiliary
variable results in a non-equivalent formula, while it is safe in our
framework. In this sense, our approach behaves similarly to ASP
aggregates as defined in [6, 14]. We discuss this relation in more
detail in the next Section.

As a simple example, consider the translation of the expres-
sion min {̇x, y}̇. If both x and y are undefined, so it is the right
hand side of (23). This forces xmin to be undefined as well. Other-
wise, the right hand side of (23) is defined and so it is xmin . In such
case, a valuation t satisfies the following two formulas:

sum {̇1 : x < xmin , 1 : y < xmin }̇ ≤ 0

sum {̇1 : x ≤ xmin , 1 : y ≤ xmin }̇ ≥ 1

If either t(x) or t(y) are strictly smaller than t(xmin), then the first
formula corresponding to αmin is violated. Similarly, if both t(x) and
t(y) are strictly greater than t(xmin), then βmin is violated. Hence,
t(xmin) is the minimum of t(x) and t(y). That is, the value of xmin

indeed is the minimal value of x and y whenever both x and y are
defined. Finally, in any interpretation 〈h, t〉 in which any of the vari-
ables is defined in t but not in h, we get that that the right hand side
of (23) is also defined in t but not in h. The same applies to xmin as
a result. This last case happens as a result of a cyclic dependence as,
for instance, in x = 1← min {̇x, y}̇ ≥ 1.

7 Discussion
HTC is a logic to capture non-monotonic constraint theories that
permits assigning default values to constraint variables. Since HT
and thus also ASP are special cases of this logic, it provides a uniform
framework integrating ASP and CP on the same semantic footing.
We elaborate on this logic by incorporating aggregate expressions,
one of the essential elements in ASP’s modeling language. This was
missing so far. We accomplished this by introducing the construct
of conditional expressions that allow us to consider two alternatives
while evaluating constraints. With it, we can also deal with aggregate
expressions on the constraint side. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first account that allows for the use of ASP-like aggregate ex-
pressions within constraints. In particular, we focus on a fragment
of HTC that constitutes an extension of logic programs with condi-
tional linear constraints, called LC -programs. We show that sum ,



count , max and min aggregate atoms can be regarded as special
cases of conditional linear constraints and, in fact, our formalism
permits their use as terms inside linear constraints.

Condition-free HTC captures a fragment of ASP with partial func-
tions [4, 5] where constraint variables correspond to 0-ary evaluable
functions. This work was extended with intensional sets in [6], where
it is shown to capture Gelfond-and-Zhang semantics for ASP with
aggregate atoms [14]. Recall that a characteristic feature of this ap-
proach is the adherence to the vicious circle principle, stating that “no
object or property may be introduced by a definition that depends on
that object or property itself.” As a result, the ASP program consisting
of the single rule

p(a) ← count{X : p(X) } ≥ 0. (25)

has no stable model under this semantics. This distinguishes it from
other alternatives [11, 12, 22, 21, 23] that consider {p(a)} as a stable
model. Note that the only rule supporting p(a) depends on a set which
contains it as one of its elements. Thus, in accordance to the above
rationality principle, this is rejected. In our framework, we can write
a very simple rule which reflects a similar behavior

x := 1 ← sum{x : >} ≥ 0. (26)

As above, this theory has no stable model, showing that our framework
adheres to this rationality principle as well. As happens with the
relation between condition-free HTC and ASP with partial functions,
we conjecture that our framework captures a fragment of [6]. As a
result, an instantiation process similar to the one in [11] would also
allow us to capture [14]. Confirming this conjecture is ongoing work.

Recall that [14] showed that Gelfond-and-Zhang semantics co-
incides with the other alternatives [11, 12, 23] on programs which
are stratified on aggregates, which is the fragment covered by the
ASP Core 2 semantics [8]. We have also considered the definition
of a semantics for constraint aggregates closer to Ferraris’ [12] but
the implementation for the latter is not so straightforward as the one
shown in this paper and is still under study.

Despite the close relation with [6], a distinctive feature of our ap-
proach is its orientation as a general abstraction of a hybrid solver with
the ASP solver in charge of evaluating the Boolean part of the theory
while relegating the evaluation of constraint atoms to dedicated CP
solvers. Though, we focus here on reasoning with linear constraints,
our formalism can also be regard as an abstraction of a multi-theory
solver where the semantics of different constraint atoms are evalu-
ated by different CP solvers. Interestingly, we provide a polynomial
translation from HTC with conditional constraints to (condition-free)
CASP theories. This allows us to use off-the-shelf CASP solvers as
back-ends for implementing our approach. This is also ongoing work.
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